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Welcome Back, Students!
This semester will be unlike any in the history of the College of Arts and Science, but
along with the obvious challenges come opportunities. Dean Geer and A&S faculty
welcome students to campus and remind us of all there is to accomplish this semester.

It is with great pride and excitement that we kicked off the fall semester last week.
Countless people put forth an extraordinary effort to launch this unexpected and
unprecedented term. In this month's letter, Dean Geer shares an inside look at how
A&S is making the most of this semester, including launching new courses and
interdisciplinary research that address the critical global issues of our time.

READ MORE

Jana Harper | This Holding: Creating Performance Art During COVID-19
“What are the burdens we carry?" For three years, Associate Professor of the Practice
of Art Jana Harper has been exploring and answering that question through her
project This Holding. But after COVID-19 hit, her project took on a whole new life.

LEARN MORE

Two A&S faculty elected to the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences

MHS and psychology faculty research
uncovers community insights to help
fight COVID-19

Chemistry grad student uses fact-based
approach to tackle issues of diversity
and inclusion in science

A&S historian explores impact of racism
and classism on understanding diabetes

MORE NEWS

The Christian Science Monitor: Why do Americans think more immigration
means more crime?
(Jonathan Metzl, Frederick B. Rentschler II Professor of Sociology and Medicine,
Health, and Society, interviewed)
Time Magazine: Struggling to Focus? How to Improve Your Attention Span
When 'the World Is Sick'
(Gordon Logan, Centennial Professor of Psychology, quoted)
Bloomberg: Diseased Chicken for Dinner? The USDA Is Considering It
(Amanda Little, writer-in-residence in English, authored)
US News and World Report: A historic day, a familiar refrain
(Amanda Clayton, assistant professor of political science, quoted)
Space: What happens if black holes fall into wormholes? A new way to find out.
(William Gabella, research assistant professor of physics and astronomy, quoted)
Culturico: Democracy's burden
(Robert Talisse, W. Alton Jones Professor of Philosophy , authored)

SEE MORE

Teaching in a New Era
Ann Tate, assistant professor of biological sciences, teaches an immunology class in
Wilson Hall during the first week of classes. In-person, socially-distanced classrooms
are one element of this semester's hybrid model.

SUPPORT A&S

A&S is now on social media!
It's your College. Stay connected.
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